INTRODUCTION
We analyzed over 2419 company posts - including yours - to uncover the truth behind some of the best-performing content on
LinkedIn. Whilst we looked at non-sponsored posts, the findings also apply to LinkedIn ads.
To measure the performance of a post we looked at the number of likes a particular post got. The number of likes a post gets is
highly correlated with the number of clicks a standard and even a promoted post gets: LinkedIn's algorithm will distribute posts
further regardless of how hard it is promoted if it appears to be getting lots of likes and comments. We divided the number of
likes each individual post received, by the average number of likes that the business gets for all its posts. This gives us a measure
of the success of this particular post, controlling for the number of followers and reach of the business. Allowing us to see exactly
what post characteristics lead to success.
The result? 5 powerful laws to high-converting LinkedIn ads. Now you can start writing winning LinkedIn ads and get more
return on your ad spend.

Key findings:
1. Write like you’re writing for a 10-year-old: with short sentences and low character-count words.
2. Don't phrase your ads as questions.
3. Don't be afraid to write longer posts.
4. Write in a positive tone of voice - it gets more likes than a neutral or negative tone.
5. Use video. It outperforms every other type of post, but you have to host it on LinkedIn.

LAW #1
WRITE FOR AN AUDIENCE OF 10-YEAR-OLDS

Have you ever found yourself in the vicious circle of reading the same sentence over and
over? You know what all the words mean, but for the life of it, you cannot piece it
together.
There are many reasons why you might get trapped in a particular sentence. But it’s the
length or complexity of the sentence that’s often the culprit. This is where readability
comes in.
We used something called automated readability index (ARI) to gauge the readability of
text and the US grade level (or age) needed to understand it.

LAW #1 (CONTINUED)
We found that most posts have the readability score of academic papers (11+).
There's almost four times the number of posts written in an academic style vs all
other styles of writing. But the posts written at the level of ‘The Gruffalo’ (5-6) get
60% more likes.

A big shout out to Xero's marketing team. Simplicity always pays off.

#WINNERS: Xero

The message is clear. If you want more engagement, write plainly and consider
using shorter sentences and words, and aim for a score of 5-6. To check your
readability score, use Hemingway App or Grammarly - both of which are free.

Despite his adult audience, Ernest
Hemingway's work scores as low as 5 on the
automated readability index.

Readability score: 4.4

No of likes: 194

LAW #2
DON'T PHRASE YOUR ADS AS QUESTIONS
One of the top-performing posts by engagement in the category of 'no question
posts' comes from Vonage. Congratulations Team Vonage!

#WINNERS: Vonage
Did you know that asking questions in your copy can actually make the performance of
your ads worse? Neither did we. This was one of the more surprising findings we
discovered when we looked at the data. The reason this is rather unusual is because it
goes against the widely held belief that using questions in copywriting can increase
reader engagement. But it also seems that most marketers disregard this theory
anyway.
We found that 71% of posts are not phrased as questions. And those that do include
questions in the copy, get 21% fewer likes.
The lesson here is simple: don’t phrase your ads as questions or risk getting fewer
likes. Whilst asking questions can help with getting your readers more involved in
consuming your words as well as in connecting different sections of text; it’s best
reserved for long-form content.

No of likes: 66

LAW #3
DON’T BE AFRAID TO WRITE LONGER POSTS

The conventional wisdom for LinkedIn (and for copywriting in general) is that less is more. You should get to your point
quickly - especially when it comes to your ads. State your ‘offer’ to the reader in the first sentence. Ideally, before
hitting the 150 character limit and getting the rest of your copy cut off under the “see more” link.

The data shows that most marketers heed the advice with over 66% of posts analyzed being 2-3 sentences
long. Whilst the data isn’t showing a clear trend in the relationship between likes and the length of posts, what’s
clear is this: longer posts are unlikely to damage the performance of your ads. So go ahead and experiment with
what works best for your business. Try running the same ad with different copy lengths to see which one
performs best for your audience.

LAW #4
USE A ‘POSITIVE’ TONE OF VOICE
A negative tone of voice can drive engagement through surprise or uncertainty. But it
tends to perform less well than a positive or even neutral tone. For more engagement,
consider writing your ad copy with an upbeat tone.
Here are a few tips to help you get started.
Avoid using negative trigger words like stop, delay, fail, waste, problem.
Instead, use words like benefit, easy, simple, save, fast, effective.
Reframe your sentences to focus on the positive instead of the negative. Instead of,
“Don’t forget to file your taxes by 5 April 2021”, deliver the same message in a more
positive way, “Remember to file your taxes by April 2021”.

#WINNERS: Esme Loans

There are a lot of tools to help you easily assess how your sentences come across, but
one of our personal favorites is Headline Analyzer. Whilst aimed at making your
headlines better, it’s a great way to quickly assess the sentiment of your sentences.
Now, for some examples of businesses who do this really well, here’s a post from Esme
Loans (link). Notice how the ad copy is packed with words that have a positive
connotation. And they’re using a video which as we now know gets more likes than
other forms of ads.

No of likes: 102

LAW #5
USE VIDEO IN YOUR ADS, BUT ONLY IF YOU HOST IT ON LINKEDIN
Lastly, you get more insight into your viewership. A natively hosted video comes with
rich built-in analytics. It gives you granular demographic insights on your audience
which you don’t get if you host it outside LinkedIn’s platform. This includes their job
title, employer, industry, seniority, job function, and others. You can use this data to
tune your future content for even better targeting.
If you’re wondering what great video content looks like, yet again, Xero absolutely
crushes it with the "Jokes for January" campaign (link).

#WINNERS: Xero
Most marketers use images in their posts, but here's the surprising truth. It’s only the
2nd most “liked” type of content. If you want more likes (which every marketer does),
use video, but make sure it’s hosted on LinkedIn. Otherwise, you're better off just using
image ads.
LinkedIn penalizes you if you're not using its built-in video hosting functionality. Its
algorithm drives the visibility of native video more than that of embedded content. The
bottom line is: your externally hosted video won't receive the same level of
engagement as LinkedIn-native clips, so always host it on LinkedIn. You will also miss
out on the autoplay feature which plays videos automatically as you scroll through your
feed which makes your ads all the more irresistible.

No of likes: 173

Get better quality leads from your
LinkedIn ads
Now that you know how to write highly irresistible LinkedIn ads, the next
step is to aim your campaigns at businesses most likely to buy from you.

Growth Intelligence powers digital campaigns for some of the world’s
largest B2B brands. By using AI to create digital audiences of businesses
most likely to buy, marketers see up to a 5x increase in the quality of leads
generated by their campaigns.
If you want to learn more, let us know here.
growthintelligence.com

